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Help me with a solution, because I had this problem for over a year but
no one told me anything about it. I want to add that this particular

problem started in late 2018 (2019) and up till now I haven't found a
working solution, even though this question has been up in the 2nd page
of a search on Google. I have tried multiple methods, but every time I
get the error “unarc.dll: version mismatch”, or the game freezes on the
0.03% of the end. I want to add that this particular problem started in

late 2018 (2019) and up till now I haven't found a working solution, even
though this question has been up in the 2nd page of a search on Google.
I have tried multiple methods, but every time I get the error “unarc.dll:
version mismatch”, or the game freezes on the 0.03% of the end. The

problem started on the version 0.03. It got a little bit better with the next
version 0.04, but I had problems even with that. Then the game just

froze, no matter how long I let it play. However, the problem gets worse
with the next version 0.05. This version got an official release on

September 10, 2017. There's no "dl_list.exe" file yet, but I found a way
to solve this problem here, so I followed all the steps, and it solved my

problem. The problem started on the version 0.03. It got a little bit better
with the next version 0.04, but I had problems even with that. Then the
game just froze, no matter how long I let it play. However, the problem

gets worse with the next version 0.05. This version got an official release
on September 10, 2017. There's no "dl_list.exe" file yet, but I found a

way to solve this problem here, so I followed all the steps, and it solved
my problem. Any help or solution will be appreciated. A: In System32,

go to folder c:\windows\system32\release and insert the dl.exe (in which
is dl_list.exe) here then go to that folder and replace these files with the

original ones. or you can find those files in the download link:
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